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FOREWARD	 s

AVCO Lycoming conducted the research described in this report under

NASA Contract NAS3-19754. The NASA Project Manager was Mr. P. Meng of

the Lewis Research Center.

The program, aimed at improving fuel economy and exhaust emissions

in piston aircraft engines, consisted of three main study areas: advanced;

Ignition Concepts, Ultrasonic Fuel Atomization, Variable Valve Timi:tg.

AVCO Lycoming was assisted by two subcontractors: Bendix Electrical

Components Division, which was responsible-for providing,both hardware

and technical assistance during the ignition concepts study, and

Autotronics Controls Corporation, which provided the Post Carburetion 	
i

Atomization unit employed during the ultrasonic fuel atomization study.

This report was originally issued as AVCO Lycoming Report Number

3538.
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BACKGROUND

^y
Optimum performance and fuel economy with minimum exhaust emissions

are necessary and desirable characteristics of the modern piston aircraft

engine. The ongoing development of new or improved technology constantly

alters the limiting parameters affecting these goals. A continuous process

of re-examination and updating is required to maintain stride with this

progress. To this purpose, AVCO Lycoming was contracted by NASA to conduct

a major research program aimed at the application of improved technology

in this area.

Contributing to the need for this program was the establishment of

exhaust emission standards for newly manufactured piston aircraft engines.

The requirements were published in the Federal Register (volume 38, No. 136,

July 17, 1973), by the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency and were pro-

posed to become effective December 31, 1979.

In view of the established exhaust emission standards the investigation

of possible techniques to reduce the quantity of pollutants in the nature

of carbon monoxide (CO), unburned hydrocarbons (HC), and oxides of nitrogen

(NOx), emitted from piston aircraft engines was initiated. These first

attempts at pollutant reductions were aimed at variations in engine controll-

able parameters such as fuel -air ratio and ignition timing. However, drawing

on the automotive experience gained from the late 1960's, excessive leaning

of piston engines can produce engine stumble and hesitation, not to mention

decreasing fuel economy. adding the concern for diminishing fuel reserves,

the importance of investigating new engine concepts that utilize radically

different operating parameters became important if the standard were to be

met. Specifically it was proposed that new concepts of piston aircraft
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engines or their operation beyond simple leaning or ignition timiq;

changes be investigated as a method to reduce exhaust pollutant emissions.

In addition, these studies were to be directed so as to retain or improve

the fuel consumption, flight safety, etc., at the levels of engines of

current design.

The scope of this contract was to design and test modifications to

an AVCO Lycoming aircooled, reciprocating piston aircraft engine(s) and 	 -

its components to determine their effects on exhaust gas emissions and

fuel consumption, as well as cost, weight, performance and safety of

flight aspects. This work encompassed one major and two minor changes

to the selected engine(s).

Specifically, the objectives of this investigation were:

a) To document the pollutant yields, namely total unburned

hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide and oxides of nitrogen,

generated by AVCO Lycoming aircraft engines. Test engines

were both current production models utilizing modified

accessories and components and a prototype engine incor-

porating a major variation from current design practices.

b) To determine the effectiveness of each modification with

respect to specific fuel consumption and engine exhaust

emissions.

c) To further relate the effectiveness of each pollutant

reduction modification in terms of safety, cost, weight,

and any other significant factors that may be detrimental

to the operation and maintenance of general aviation

aircraft.
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The programs, as outlined, involved the design and procurement of

'	 experimental hardware, and the testing and further development of each
i

respective concept. The results of the primary development process were

then to be evaluated as to their effectiveness at satisfying the initial

concept selection criteria and whother further effort toward developing

the experimental hardware into certified production items was justified.

Three specific concepts were chosen, based on their potential benefit

at improving one or more of the designated criteria. The areas selected,

as well as the rationale which was employed to determine their selection,

are as follows:

1) Variable Valve Timing - To produce a specified power

output at high engine speed, increased valve overlap

is utilized with the rssult that at low engine speeds,

high pollutant levels and BSFC ' s may be experienced.

A system which would permit the optimization of valve

overlap at both high and low speed conditions should

provide a benefit in engine performance, economy and

exhaust emissions.

2) Ultrasonic Fuel Vaporization - Liquid fuel droplets in

the intake charge can lead to poor cylinder to cylinder

fuel distribution and uneven combustion. Improved fuel

vaporization should reduce pollutants and improve brace

specific fuel consumption.

3.



3) High Enersy - Multiple Spark Discharge and Spark Plus

Tip Penetration - The leaner mixtures re wired for 	 'q

reduced emissions and improved specific fuel consump-

tion impose greater demands on the ignition system.

Positive ignition of the intake charge is required to
	 i-

satisfy these requirements.

The following report covers the activities conducted under NASA

Contract Number NAS3-19754. For clarity, it has been divided into three

major subsections representing the respective study areas.
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'	 IGNITION CONCEPTS

INTRODUCTION

Acceptable cperat.ion at progressively leaner fuel/air mixtures is the

•	 major vehicle fir moth reducing exhaust pollutant concentrations and improving

fuel economy in a spark ignited internal combustion, piston aircraft engine.

Since it is more difficult to initiate and sustain combustion with leaner

mixture ratios, a positive ignition of the intake charge is necessary. This

may also reduce cycles to cycle combustion variations and extend the lean

misfire limit. Positive ignition of leaner mixtures conceptually requires

an increased spark plug demand voltage (potential necessary to ionize gases

between electrodes with subsequent spark discharge) and can be affected by

the location and propogation of the initial. spark in the combustion chamber.

An improvement in ignition quality which benefits or extends engine operation

at leaner mixtures should provide a reduction it, angine exhaust emissions

and/or engine specific fuel consumption.

The five basic ignition syistems which were investigated for their sole

or combined effect on pollutant emissions and fuel economy were:

1) Standard ignition (magneto) system.

2) Extended electrode spark plugs.

3) Staggered spark timing.

4) Texaco multiple spark system.

5) Capacitive discharge ignition system.
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Using the standard ignition system as a baseline, comparative surveys	 ?

(both emissions and performance) were conducted to identify possible and

significant improvements with other ignition system. configurations. Where

applicable, and in addition to monitoring emissions and performance para-

meters, oscilloscope traces of spark plug demand voltages versus crankshaft

rotation angle were recorded to compare the operational characteristics

of the various systems. The operational modes examined corresponded to

those specified for the proposed Federal Exhaust Emissions Cycle for

Piston Aircraft Engines.

TEST EQUIPMENT

Engine: The AVCO Lycoming aircraft engine model TIGO-541-DlBD is a

horizontally opposed, turbocharpt-.d.. fuel injected, air cooled aircraft engine }

with a gear driven propeller shaft, top side induction and down exhaust. The

engine crankcase is designed to incorporate side mounted accessory drives

and accessories. Each of the six cylinders has a bore of 13.02 cm (5.175

inches) and a piston stroke of 11.11 cm (4.375 inches), which yields a total

piston displacement of 8875.19 cu cm (541.5 cubic in,_hes). The specified

compression ratio is 7.3:1 and standard ignition timing is 20° BTC. Minimum

recommended grade fuel is 100 LL aviation gasoline. The fuel is metered

through a Bendix servo regulator, continuous flow type, RSA-10DB2 fuel

injector. The proposed engine rating for this model is 335.3 Kw (450 BHP)

at 3200 RFM at 163.4 KPa (48.4 In. Hg) manifold pressure and .458 Kg/Kt:-Hr

(.750 Lbs/BHP-Hr) BSFC at sea level conditions. However, for these comparative

6.
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tests 152.0 KPa (45 In. Hg) manifold pressure at .427 Kg/KW-Hr (.700

Lbs/BHP-Hr) BSFC producing 316.6 Kw (426 HP) was used to simulate the most

commonly utilized production configuration.

Ignition Systems: The standard ignition system, as tested, consisted

of a Bendix D6RN-2230 magneto, P/N L-17627-216. This unit was modified so

that the low side of the secondary winding of the output coil was grounded

externally in order to use a current probe to measure the secondary winding

current. This was a single drive dual magneto, which energized two spark plugs

per cylinder through a shielded harness. One of the recommended spark plugs

for this engine, the Champion RHB-36W, a fine wire electrode type plug utiliz-

ing iridium alloy materials, was selected as the standard or baseline spark

plug. The RHB-36W spark plug electrode gap was specified to . , e .46 MM (.013

inch) to .51 man (.020 inch) and was set to a nominal .48 am (.019 inch) for

the baseline tests. The standard ignition system was also tested with used

standard spark plugs. These were also Champion RHE-36W spark plugs, which were

returned. fro m service after 107 hours of operation. The used spark plugs had

moderately rounded edges on the electrodes and the gap was .64 mm (.025 inch).

which was considered typical of used spark plugs.

The standard spark plug and the two :;unfigurations of extended electrode

spark plugs which were tested are shown on Figure 1, page 61. The fine wire

electrodes of the standard spark plug are approximately flush with the face

of the spark plug. The extended electrode spark plugs were of the massive

electrode type with the two ground electrodes and the center electrode extended

into the combustion chamber 6.4 mm and 12.7 man (-, and ^ inches) respectively,

7.



over the standard plug. The chosen gap for the extended electrodes was

.46 mm to .51 mm (.018 to .020 inch). Except for the extended spark plugs,

the remainder of the ignition system was held in the standard configuration

for these studies. The 6.4 mm (k inch) extended tip plugs were also tested

a second time as simulated used spark plugs after the gap had been adjusted

to .64 ce ( . 0:.5 inch) .

Piston aircraft engines have two spark plugs per cylinder located in

the top and bottom of the combustion chamber usually timed to fire at the

same time. However, three purposely staggered ignition timings were inves-

tigated. For this portion of the testing the same standard magneto unit

energized a special harness which fired all the top spark plugs with the

right magneto and all the bz reom spark plugs with the left magneto. To

obtain a staggered timing with the top plug firing at 25' BTC and the bottom

plug firing at 20' BTC, one set of breaker contacts was adjusted to open 5`

earlier (more advanced) than the standard k20'). This configuration was then

reversed to obtain a staggered firing with the top plug at 20° BTC and the

bottom plug at 25' BTC. In the same manner, additional staggered firings

of 15' and =5' BTC were evaluated. This procedure maintained electrode

coverage in the distributor and the magneto still had ample output voltage.

Three capa.:itive discharge (C-D) ignition systems Caere tested. These

systems consisted of a Bendix S-1300 magneto which is a breakerless type

magneto normally used on industrial engines, with the timing controlled by

a rotor with vanes passing an electro-magneti.: pickup coil. The magneto was

S.



^..	 modified to allow the value of the tank capacitance and tank capacitor

voltage to be varied in discrete increments from 0.5 to 4.0 microfarads

and 50 to 300 volts, respectively. The C-D magneto was used with two

different output coils. The first coil tested (Bendix 10-57460) provided

•	 a long spark duration of about 100 micro seconds. The long duration coil

was tested with an initial capacitance and voltage of 4 microfarads with

300 volts and a follow-on combination of 4 microfarads with 200 volts.

The second coil tested (Bendix 10-372385) produced a short spark duration

of 10 micro-seconds. The test program with the short duration coil was

accomplished with a capacitance and voltage of 4 microfarads and 250 volts.

When the tank capacitance and capacitor voltage were less than these minimum

values, misfires wore found to occur.

The multiple spark ignition system was provided in cooperation with

Texaco and consisted of two Texaco units - a model 015-19 control unit and

a model 010 -6 power unit. These units required 24 volt DC power, which was

supplied by a battery and a high capacity charger. This system employed a

Bendix D-2000 magneto housing which was modified to serve as a distributor

and timing device. The system was essentially a high voltage oscillator

which was turned on by the breaker points in the magneto housing and then

turned off after oscillating for a predetermined number of crankshaft degrees.

The duration of oscillation was adjustable from 20° to 35°. The frequency

of the oscillations (multiple sparks) was approximately 1100 sparks per

second. The system was tested at two spark durations; 20° and 35° (crank-

shaft degrees).

9.



METHOD OF TEST

The TIGO-541-DlBD engine, SIN L-806-R, included the following special

instrumentation:

a) The crankshaft gear spline was strain gaged to enable

engine torque to be measured. This torquemeter arrange-

meat had been previously calibrated on a dynamometer.

The signal from the strain gages was relayed from the

engine through a set of internal slip rings and was

read-out on a Bean strain indicator.

b) A special three t_ioth gear was mounted on the rear of

the crankshaft to trigger a magnetic pickup inside the

crankcase and generate an electrical pulse at 15° RTC

for each cylinder. This timing signal was used to

calculate the dynamic spark timing of the engine by

measuring the interval between the spark occurence and

the crankshaft pulse on a two channel memory oscillo-

scope.

c) An exhaust system was installed which permitted the

measurement of exhaust emissions. The turbocharger and

wastegate outlets were ducted into a common collector

to permit total engine exhaust flow sampling. An exhaust

emissions sampling probe was inserted into this collector

which routed combustion gases via a heated sample line to

10.
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the exhaust analysis console. The sample probe was

a 3.2 mm (1/8 inch) M tube with one and closed and

was positioned to extend almost completely across

the 10.2 cm (4.0 inch) collector pipe diameter. The

sample probe had five 1.6 tam (1/16 inch) holes equally

spaced along its length aligned into the exhaust flow

to admit gases into the sample system. The tailpipe

extended approximately .61 m (two feet) beyond the

location of the sample probe. A thermocouple was

also inserted into the exhaust gas near the sample

probe so that the temperature could be monitored at

that point.

The spark plug demand voltages were measured throughout the tests on

a storage oscilloscope. The characteristic waveform of each ignition system

was determined and it was evident when a positive spar: was not produced.

In addition, the dynamic spark timing could be measured. To account for

temperature variations within the engine, the four spark plugs in cylinders

4 and o were the sites chosen for this investigation. The demand voltage

was recorded by photographing the wave form on a storage oscilloscope. a

current probe was used to attempt to calculate spark energy, but due to the

restrike wave form during the system discharge, the spark energy could not

be accurately determined.

To insure that the spark'plugs were the correct heat range for the

various ignition systems, the spark plug electrode temperatures were measured

on all the ignition systems. The temperatures were measured using special

spark plugs which had a thermocouple imbedded is the insulator around the

i
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center electrode. The four thermocoupled spark plugs were located in

cylinders 3 and 5.

The emissions console used by AVCO Lycoming to analyze the engine

exhaust was fabricated by Backman Instruments. It consists of a pump

located inside the console which draws exhaust from the sample probe

through a heated transfer line. From the pump the exhaust is distributed

to the following five separate analyzers:

a) Carbon monoxide, Bec;=an Model 864, NIDIR Type.

b) Carbon dioxide, Beckman :Model 365, NM IR Type.

c) Oxides of nitrogen, Beckman Model 951-H, Chemiluminescent 'Type.

d) Hydrocarbons, Beckman Hodel 402, FID Type.

e) oxygen, Beckman Model F3, M-agnetic Susceptibility ire.

The analyzers were calibrated daily using reference gases. lo provide for

instrument and enriae stabilization the exhaust was sampled and monitored for

about three minutes at each point. A schematic of the emissions console is

shown on Figure. 2, page 62.

The testing was conducted on a propeller test stand. The en;i:;e was

given a li hour run-in following approximate theoretical propeller load power

settings. Table r lists the 13 ignition system variations tested.

For each ignition confi'uration tested, constant speed, leanout runs

were made at the five nominal power settings listed in Table I.. ' vtithin c he

propeller test stand limitations, these settings corresoond to the five modes

specified in the Federal Cycle for piston aircraft emissions. The fuel

mixture was laaned from full rich c rough stoichiomecric fuel-air racia in

approximately equal fue g low decrements to give four or 'ive data points

per 'leanout and clie manifold pressure was held constant chruu ghouc the leanout:

exce p t for idle and taxi nodes. The cylinder head temperature Gat limited _o

1L.



260°C (500°F) maximum and, although the specified limit for the turbine

inlet temperature is 899°C (1650°F), this limit was waived in order to

allow leaning through stoichiometric fuel-air ratios. Turbine inlet

temperatures of up to 982°C (1800°F) were encountered.

RESULTS:

Figures ;lumber 3 through 7, pages 63 through 67, show the emissions data

for the five modes tested and include data for each of the five ignition

systems examined. It should be noted that there were no correction factors

supplied to these data to compensate for variations of ambient conditions,

or to adjust pollutant mass rates for differences in observed power output.

Therefore, some scatter within the data may not be a result of the system

under test, but more a function of the actual ambient conditions encountered.

The range of data on each curve is shown as a band. No single ignitioa system,

configuration tested resulted in a consistent or significant improvement in

either emissions or fuel economy over the standard magneto system.

At the approach `bode, the range and relative accuracy of the airflow

meter were such that errors were induced into the fueli'air ratio measurements.

These discrepancies caused a shifting of the curves, left and right, on the

X-axis, resulting in a wide data band. To resolve this condition, as shown

on Figure 3, page 0- 3, the results have been plotted using the calculated

fuel/air ratio 1(deter-mined by an adaptation of the Spindt calculation} rather

than the measured value. :With the data plotted in this manner, the 00 emis-

sions results rom all of the inition system configurations tested :ails into

a narrow band. Some silgniiftcant variations were apparent in 1:C -missions,

however, these differences were not consistenL at other modes.

13.
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The measured exhaust emissions at the idle and taxi modes tended to

form wider data bands. The low fuel and airflows which dictated precise

measurement coupled with unstable engine operation resulted in an increase

in potential - experimental error. Again, however, none of the ignition

systems evaluated resulted in a consistent improvement over the standard

system.

F	

Table I summarizes the spark duration and voltage trends for all the

ignition configurations tested at each of the five power modes. The data

lists - the maximum spark plug demand voltage at each condition and the total

-time of the spark duration, including any restrikes.

Details of the demand voltage for the various ignition systems are

provided on Figures 8 through 13, pages 58 through 73. The demand voltage

trace patterns of the 6.4 mm (k inch) extended electrode spark plugs were

similar to the standard electrode plug, and are shown on Figures 8 through

10, pages 68 through 70. The figures are labelled for run -number; mode,

position and is ition system configuration. The near vertical trace lines

show the measured spark plug electrode voltage rising until sufficient energy

'	 was available to ionize the gas between the spark plug electrodes, thereby

causing the discharge, or spar's, to occur. The voltage discharge occurred

so rapidly that no restcracion trace was shown to the zero voltage line.

Subseauent restrikes were generally at lower voltages, although occassiona?ly

a higher voltage restrike was observed. When a gradual decay of the voltage

was found, such as the final voltage rise and decay shown in most of the

photographs, no restrike spark ilad occurred. At certain conditions, as many

as 25 restrikes were noted, resulting in spark duration of up to 35' crarik-

shaft angle.

14



Demand voltages with the 06 .4 and 12.7 mm ( I., and ^ inch) extended

electrode plugs were slightly lower than with the standard plugs (see

Table I). T.t was felt that this was due to the sharper edge on the

extended ground electrodes; the voltages would probably be equal when

the sharp edges had eroded. With the staggered spark timing system,

the second spark plug to fire required a higher demand voltage, most

likely due to the increased cylinder pressure. Photographs taken of the

demand voltage traces of both spark plugs in the same cylinder (Figure 11

page 71) indicated up to 35° continuous spark available for ignition with

the staggered timing confi3uration.

The typical demand voltage pattern for the capacitive discharge system

is shown on Figure 12, page 72. ks illustrated, the C-D systems characteris-

tically delivered predominantly a single spark with only infrequent restrikes.

The demand voltages were not significantly different from the standard

system, but the spark duration was significantly less (see Table 1, page 53)

With the long duration coils (10-57460) the s park duration was approximately

one tenth of the standard system. The spark duration with the short duration

coils (10-372335) was about one hundredth that of the standard system.

Lower energy values for the C-D system than. those tested would not provide

sufficient output voltage to meet the spark plug demands for producing a

dependable spark.

•	 The waveform of the multiple spark system is shown on Figure 13, page

73. Since the system was essentially a high voltage oscillator, the

breakdown voltage alternated polarity for each spark. Random restri'.{as were

t^
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unusual, as evidenced by the periodic waveform depicted on the photograph.

It was noted that the spark duration was erratic due to open circuiting

of some of the output pulses. (At higher speeds and loads, the voltage

supplied to the spark plug appeared marginal in that some misfiring

occurred.) The Texaco ignition system was not designed to operate with

the capacitance load that the shielded ignition harness imposed upon it.

However, sufficient data was obtained to determine that for up to 35°

spark duration, no effect upon engine performance or emissions was apparent

at any mode. The 35° duration was only tested at the Approach, Taxi and

Idle modes, where the most benefit of the increased duration was expected.

Spark plug tip temperatures were recorded throughout the tests.

Spark plug temperatures increased and peaked during a leanout similar to
r

the trends defined by cylinder head temperatures. The standard spark plugs

had a suitable heat range for all of the ignition systems. From experience,

at approximately 816°C (1500 °Fj the electrodes begin to burn and preignition

may occur. This temperature was rarely reached during these tests. Below

250°C (500°F) lead deposits and oil fouling may occur. Buriug idle the

spark plug temperatures were often below =60°C (500° 7.), but the engine was

not operated at this condition for extended periods. The 6.4 and 12.7 mm

(-^ and ^ inch) extended electrode spark plugs operated within similar

temperature values.

f
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DISCUSSION

Various configurations of ignition systems were evaluated which supplied

the required demand voltage to the spark plugs at several timings and rates

of voltage rise. The magnitude and trend of the voltage characteristics

were dependent on the spark plug requirement ( i.e. gap) and the prevailing

conditions inside the combustion chamber. For example, demand voltage

increases with an ir.crease in charge density within the combustion chamber.

Therefore, an increa se in manifold pressure, or a retardation of spark timing

tends to increase demand voltage. In addition, as the Fuel/air mixture is

leaned beyond approximately best power mixtures, the demand voltage also

i.n_reases. Spark plug electrodes with reduced gap or sharp edges also

decrease demand voltage. 'Table III, page 54, shows a summary of these trends

and is derived from Table I.

The restrike phenomena observed with the standard magneto ignition system

may be attributed to, in part, the turbulence within the combustion chamber

repeatedly interrupting, or extinguishing, the spark. After the initial

spark, the gases in the vicinity of the s park plug electrodes are ionized,

which permits restrikes to occur at lower demand voltages. Bench testing,

conducted at Bendix with simulated combustion chambers where no turbulence

or combustible mixture was present, have not shown this restrike phenomena.

Under those conditions, the voltage discharge at the electrodes occurred only

once, resulting in a longer continuous spark from which it was possible to

measure spark energy. The rapid restrike phenomena encountered during the

AVCO Lycoming testing precluded this measurement of spark a^ner^y.

1 N
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The 6 .4 and 12.7 mm ( and ^ inch) extended electrode spark plugs had

-.'.,e potential benefit of locating the spark further from the boundary effects

of the combustion wall for more positive ignition. Due to their location,

the electrodes of these extended spark plugs were subjected to two possible

opposing conditions, possibly of different magnitudes than the standard plugs.

The extended electrodes were:

a) exposed to a cooling effect from the incomf %ig fresh

intake charge; and

b) exposed to a heating effect from the heating gases

during the combustion process,

Overall, these two factors appeared to cancel each other in this parti-

cular cylinder head configuration. A determination as to what detrimental

effect that this heating and cooling cycle, if it existed, would have on
c	 ^,

spark plug life or electrode erosion was not made.

The concept of staggered spark timing was to lengthen the interval of

actual spark plug firing over the combustion cycle. A direct consequence 	 ^.

would be a lengthening of the combustion duration since the flame front from

the first spark would travel further. This could reduce the rate of pressure

rise and peak pressures in the combustion chamber reducing both the torsional

vibrations of the rotating system and possibly exhaust emissions, especia!17

HC, because of higher exhaust gas temperatures. With the second spark plug

firing a few degrees later, the safety feature of the dual ignition system

was essentially retained. However, as evidenced by the emissions data depicted,

13.



the influence of the st°:.ggered spark timing was not recognizable as a

definite improvement in engine parameters. The torsional aspect of

staggered timing was therefore not investigated.

The capacitive discharge systems tested displayed a much more rapid

rise of the demand voltage than the standard magneto system. The more

sudden rise in voltage theoretically would fire a fouled spark plug when

the standard system would not. after the initial spark the capacitor

system did not contain enough energy to support restrikes as was common

of the other systems. The total spark duration with long duration coils

was 1 / 10 that of the standard system, and the short duration coil system

was only 1 / 100 as long. The demand voltages were approximately equal to

that of the standard system. The C-D systems tested produced a reliable

spark and positive ignition, provided adequate energy levels were main-

tained.

The Texaco multiple spark ignition system provided a series of sparks

throughout a fixed crankshaft rotation angle regardless of speed. The

duration was adjustable from 20° to 35° (crankshaft degrees). During engine

operaticn that required high demand voltage, many of the oscillations dis-

played an open circuit condition which caused the duration ^, vary. The

open circuit was caused by lack of sufficient energy to charge the capaci-

tance load that the shielded harness imposed. Texaco personnel stated that

through appropriate design the system could be modified to correct this

problem in the future. Thp potential advantage of the multiple spark system

was simply that a positive spark existing over a longer period of time

allowed a greater opportunity to ignite a mixture in the combustion chamber.

f
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The 35° spark duration was only tested at the idle, taxi and approach 	 y

modes, since the lower engine speeds would show the most benefit of pro-

longed duration, and because the Texaco ignition system may not have had

the capacity to supply the demand voltage at high power settings.

CONCLtiSIONS

None of the ignition systems configurations tested yielded an improve-

ment in engine performance, fuel economy, or exhaust emissions when compared

with the standard magneto ignition system. From these data the performance,

economy and emissions of the AVCO Lycoming TIGO-541-D1BD engine do not

appear to he limited by th.a ignition spark duration or energy.

The standard magneto proved capable of supplying the highest demand

voltages required with no apparent indication of marginal performance for

ali modes tested. The standard system spark duration, due to the restrike

phenomena, was comparable to the multiple spark system with 20° duration.

This was one of the ignition system characteristics which, at the outset

of the program, was thought to have been desirable. however, since the

capacitive discharge system with its very short, single spark duration,

showed the same data trends as other systems with long spark durations of

many crankshaft degrees, it was concluded that the fuel mixture usually

ignited upon the initial spark, making many of the restrikes unnecessary.

If a delay in the charge ignition existed, it was too small or inconsistent

to be detected by variations of the standard engine monitors (primarily

performance and emissions). The effectiveness of the standard ignition

system (as well as the other systems evaluated) in obtaining satisfactory

charge ignition was probably aided by the two spark plugs per cylinder

F	
typical of the aircraft piston engine.
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VITRASNOIC FLT-L VAPOR1.:ATlON

INTRCOUCTION

An important factor in the fueling of a carburetted engine is the

extent of fuel atomization in the intake manifold. F loor breakup of fuel

in the intake charge can lead to excessive cylinder to cylinder mixture

distribution variations which are manifested as unsatisfactory engine

performance, economy, acceleration and or emissions. The requirement for

leaner mixtures to promote emissions control and fuel economy dictates

the need for good mixture distribution to maintain satistactery e:l^;ine

performance characteristics.'

Horizontally opposed piston aircraft engines with their -exposed

intake pipes are zoncep rually more sensitive to 4 nduction system sel

condensation than their automotive counterparts. Such alte_n3LIVes AS

heating the intake charge and;` Jr the i nduction srscent have " L1 .1:StJr:-

tally disregarded for piston aircraft engiaes due tJ the .-iiere::L lass

in the mrximum power output.

As an alternative to induction system ht-atinl- it was :`ronosod to

investigate an ulrrasonic fuel a tomizer or past carburt!Lor at, tmize r ^ C-k)

on a carburettad p-iston aircraft engine to .ietermino ii:

l) vaporizinguai dropl.'t, it: tilt illtl^d ^::argc :ould

:measurably ..=prove mixture distriautiotl; :nd

2) such an improvorten_ in mixturo distribution could

permit operation ac to finer u i L:lr.`S. chorab^• ^,^r.n -

ing fuel economy and exii..ust emi6sions.

t
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The program was established to include engine performance, fuel economy

and exhaust emissions considerations as criteria in the evaluation of

this concept. The PCB\ unit was developed and provided b y Autotronic

Controls Manufacturer.

DEFINITION OF TERMS

Definition of the following engine configuration terms are provided

since they are used frequently in the text:

a) Standard engine - Engine without the PCA.

b) ?C.i installed - The PCA was installed. but the unit

was not electrically activated and the atomizer tube

was not vibrating.

c! INU operati-ig - The 2-CA was installed and electrically

activated.

d) :ti:\ rotated - Ii its descri`_^ea tie PCA mounted in ogler

than the standard ^Jsition. —.;s position was recommended

by Autatronie Controls, based on their preceding testing.

Alternate ?ositions were obtained by rotations of 90°

increments cloc" ise utan viewed from the top of the

engine.

e) Carburetor S. ti \J3 - :epperbox fuel ^o-ale ^-=Itipla

orifi.:es ) . Marvel Scaebler Mo.:e1 u\- ::\. Secting No.

.\k:\--'jI9.

f! Carburotor S ' `d A - 40--'JL13o - straight .ael nozzle.

Xjrvel Sche6lar Model `L\-va;:\. Setting W. 10- 3o,$-32.

1
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DESCRIPTION
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	 The AVCO Lycoming Model 0-320-E2D is a four cylinder, horizontally

opposed, air cooled, direct drive. normally aspirated aircraft engine.

The bore and stroke are 13.02 cm and 9.84 cm (5.125 and 3.875 inches)

respectively, resulting in a displacement of 5241.5 cu cm (319.8 cubic

inches). The carburetor is an updraft type, Marvel Schebler Model Nk-4SPA

mounted below the oil sump. The spark timing is 25° BTC and the compression 	 i

ratio is 7.0:1. The minimum grade aviation fuel specified for this engine 	 tj
model is 80187 octane. The engine has a full throttle rating of 111.8 Kw

(150 BHP) at 2700 RPM, .336 Kg/Kw-Ur (.55 Lbt` BHP-Hr) BSFC, at standard day.

sea level conditions.

The post carburetor atomizer (PCA) consisted of a venturi flow nozzle

formed by two inserts positioned to produce directional flow in a plane

perpendicular to the axis of the atomizer tube. The external dimensions

of the PCA formed a cube approximatel y 8 cm (3 inches) on a side with a

flange on the top and bottom providing "belt on" installation between the

carburetor and intake manifold. The incorporation of the PCA lengthened

the intake manifold by approximately 9 cm t 3k inches). A photograph and s

cross sectional schematic of the PCA are shown in Figures 14 and 15, page

74.

The PCA was designed to utilize ultrasonic vibrations to atomize

liquid fuel drops downstream of the carburetor into droplets of 30 microns

or less in diameter. The PCA and the electronic driving and control units

were developed and supplied by Autotrenic Controls Corporation. This devel-

opment included optimizing the venturi for maximum directional control of
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the fuel-air mixture flow with minimum wall "wetting" and designing the

atomizer tube to resonate at maximum effective frequencies. The basic

PCA operating frequency was approximately 64,000 Hz. A plexiglass

window located at the and of the atomizer tube allowed observation of

the atomization process during testing.

For characterization of the individual cylinder combustion para-

meters an exhaust sampling system was used which consisted of a 46 cm.

(18 inch) straight exhaust pipe for each cylinder with a provision for

an individual emissions sample probe. A schematic of the system is

shown in Figure 16, page 75. The four sample lines then ran to individ-

ual solenoid valves, into a common heated sample line, and then to the

emissions console. The exhaust emissions from each cylinder, or the

total engine, could be analyzed by activating the appropriate selected

solenoid valves.

METHOD OF TEST

Testing was conducted on both dynamometer and propeller test stands.

Baseline engine performance and emissions data were obtained to characterize

the standard engine. Two model carburetors with different fuel metering

nozzles were tested. One unit employed a straight metering injection tube

with a single orifice at its end. The other unit, designated a "pepperbox"

nozzle configuration, had 18 small orifices located radially around the

end of the tube. Depending on the engine model and induction system config-

uration, it has been found by AVCO Lycoming that the two units can produce

24.
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distinct differences in mixture distribution quality. Since it was the 	 j

intent of this program to determine the effect of the PCA on mixture

distribution, the carburetor with the most diverse distribution was

exatined to afford a clear demonstration of the unit.

The PCA was evaluated in three installed configurations; atomizer

tube parallel to throttle butterfly (standard orientation - see Figure

15) and rotated 90° and 180% respectively. Testing was conducted with

the PCA installed but not activated as well as with the unit operating.

The standard and PCA equipped engine configurations were evaluated

at power conditions generally corresponding to those specified in the

Federal Exhaust Emissions Cycle for Aircraft Piston Engines. Dynamometer

testing at the idle mode was not conducted since mixture distribution and

power output data at idle tend to be erratic. Taxi mode trends are

normally very similar to idle, but due to a more favorable speed/inertia

condition related to the dynamometer, the data quality is more repeatable.

The following listing summarizes the performance runs which were

conducted to evaluate the three basic engine/fuel system configurations

(standard engine, PCA installed but not activated, PCA operating):

a) Full Throttle Performance - Engine speed (RPM) was

varied at a constant full throttle setting and best

power fuel mixture.

b) Bare Carburetor Run - Engine speed (RPM) was varied

at a constant full throttle setting with all ducts

removed from the carburetor entrance and all blowers

turned off to provide relatively stagnant air at the

carburetor inlet. The purpose of this run was to

25.
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obtain manifold pressure data for the basic engine,

which was subsequently used to correct observed

horsepower to standard conditions.

c) Mixture Distribution - The fuel flow was varied from

full rich through best economy. Engine speed (RPM)

and throttle setting were held constant. This type

of run served as an indicator of fuel distribution

to the cylinders by relating cylinder head temperature

trends versus fuel/air ratio and served as the primary

criterion used in evaluating the PU.

d) Variable Manifold Pressure - The engine speed and the

rated BSFC were held constant while the manifold pressure

was varied. (NOTE: At low manifold pressures a best

power mixture strength was used.)

e) Propeller Load Curve - The engine speed and power were

varied in a proportion that simulated the power required

to drive a fixed pitch propeller. The fuel mixture was	
i

held in full rich position, thereby demonstrating the

fuel metering characteristics of the carburetor through

a wide power range.

26.



RE_ SULTS

The results of the mixture distribution runs are summarized in

Table IV, page 55. These runs were made with carburetor SIN X03, which

was of the "pepperbox" nozzle configuration. For these data, the occur-

rence of the temperature maximum for each cylinder served as the indicator

f	 for mixture distribution. Ideally, for perfect mixture distribution, all

cylinder head temperatures should peak at the same fuel flow. Table IV

lists the difference in fuel flow between the richest and leanest cylinder

as an indication of the mixture quality. The lower the magnitude of the

value for A fuel flow, the better the relative distribution.

All of the part throttle runs were made by setting the throttle so

that each engine configuration produced an equal power at .334 Xg/Kw-Hr.

(.55 7.b/BHP/Hr) BSFC. The BHP's and BSFC's listed in Table IV for the

part throttle settings are derived from the mixture distribution runs at

the fuel flow specified in the "data type" column. This method compensated

for changes in ambient conditions that affected the overall power developed

-by the engine. By setting the observed powers equal, the rate at which the

power decreased when the mixture was leaned, provided a basis which could

be'used as a comparison. Theoretically an engine with good mixture distri-

bution can be leaned with less loss in power than an engine with poor

distribution, since none of the cylinders begin to misfire prematurely.

It is shown in Table IV that only at 2430 RPM, 89.5 Kw (120 BHP), did the

PCA significantly improve the mixture distribution; the BSFC and BHP were

improved here also. At 2430 RPM, 78.3 Kw (105 BHP), the PCA did not improve

27.



the mixture distribution sufficiently to cause improved power or economy.

At the two lowest power settings the PCA provided negligible difference in

engine performance. At the full throttle power settings mixture distribution

was slightly degraded with the PCF_ and the added intake airflow restriction

of the PCA reduced the observed BHP. (Note that ambient conditions are not

taken into account here.) There was generally no significant difference in

any engine parameters between the PCA operating and PCA installed but not

operating.

A similar summary of the results of the mixture distribution runs made

with carburetor SIN A-40-20036 (straight nozzle) is shown in Table V, page

56. A comparison of Table IV and Table V shows that the overall mixture

distribution was better with the "pepperbox" nozzle carburetor than the

straight nozzle configuration. The comparison between the standard and PCA

equipped engines was similar to that discussed for Table IV.

The full throttle performance run results are shown on Figure No. 17,

page 76. This curve shows a 3-5% power loss due to the installation of the

PCA. All the runs were made at the rated specific fuel consumption of

.334 Kg/Kw-Hr (.55 Lb/BHP-Hr) BSFC, and the power data corrected to standard

day, sea level conditions. The corrected manifold pressures are lower with

the PCA installed, which accounts for the lower power.

Figure No. 18, page 77, shows the results of the propeller load run

for the standard engine and the PCA operating. This curve shows that the

PCA did not change the carburetor fuel metering schedule throughout the power

range, as seen in the fuel/air ratio plot. As the airflow was restricted by

the PCA, the carburetor compensated by decreasing fuel flow and maintaining

approximately the same fuel/air ratio at each power setting.
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Exhaust emissions measurements were made on individual cylinders and

the total engine to establish any affect of the PCA. The variation in

emissions from cylinder to cylinder reflects the differences in the fuel/air

ratio of the mixture each cylinder receives. Commonly, carbon monoxide (CO)

• concentrations are surveyed since a nearly linear relationship exists with

fuel/air ratios from rich conditions to near stoichiometric. A subsequent

comparison of these indicated fuel/air ratios translates into the quality

of the mixture distribution.

Figure No. 19, page 78, shows a summary of the results of the individual

cylinder emission survey conducted at the take-off mode condition at a .075

fuel/air ratio. For comparative purposes, the data is shown as the difference

between the maximum and minimum pollutant values for the four cylinders

surveyed, divided by the full scale value of the range of the instrument.

For example, Figure No. 19, page 78, shows that the total differential in CO

emissions between the four cylinders was 36% of the full scale value. The

installation of the PCA (non-operating) increased this spread to 64%; while

activating the PCA resulted in a further increase to 96%. In this instance,

the incorporation of the PCA resulted in an increase in the spread between

the measured individual cylinder CO emissions with a related degradation

in cylinder to cylinder mixture distribution.

Figure No. 20, page 79, summarizes the survey results from the climb

mode at .075 fuellair ratio. In this instance, the incorporation of the PCA

resulted in decreased spreads between individual cylinder emissions levels and

therefore improved cylinder to cylinder mixture distribution.
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Similarly the results of the individual cylinder emissions survey

conducted at the approach mode at a .075 fuel/air ratio are shown by

Figure No. 21, page 80. Figure No. 22, page 81, shows the survey results

from the taxi mode at a .090 fuel/air ratio. The incorporation of the PCA

had negligible effect on.the mixture distribution in these cases.

A comparison of the total engine emissions for the take-off mode is

shown on Figure No. 23, page 82. The standard engine, PCA installed and

PCA operating configurations are shown. all three configurations resulted

in essentially the same overall emissions levels except near stoichiometric

fuel/air (.067), where the standard engine demonstrated slightly lower CO

emissions. The HC levels at the lean end of both PCA configurations rise

off scale sharply. Individual cylinder emissions results showed that

number 3 cylinder had experienced a high degree of misfiring at this point.

A comparison of the total engine emissions for the three configurations

during the climb mode is given in Figure No. 24, page 83. No significant

difference in total engine emissions was found. The PCA made the greatest

improvement in mixture distribution at the climb mode; however, it can be

seen that a net improvement in emissions was not accomplished. The measure-

went of overall engine omissions to compare the three configurations becomes

equally important in determining any net benefit with the PCA concept.

The approach mode total engine emissions for the three configurations

are compared on Figure No. 25, page 84. The difference between the three

configurations appear inconsistent in that the standard engine fell between

the PCA installed and PCA operating results.

30.
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- Figure No. 26, page 85, compares the taxi made total engine emissions

of the three configurations. No significant difference is shown in engine

emissions between the three configurations.

An evaluation was also made to determine PCn performance versus

orientation of the vibrating tube (with respect to throttle shaft). Up to

this point in the test program the vibrating tube had been aligned with the

throttle shaft. The unit engine performance, etc. was then examined after

rotating the PCA 90° and 18V , respectively, from its initial orientation.

As expected, due to the near symmetry of the unit, the results-from the

initial and 180 degree orientations were similar. The 90 degree orientation

showed some minor variations in mixture distribution when compared to the

initial orientation. However, the only significant improvement in distri-

bution for any of the PCA orientations was again found at the climb mode.

Figure No. 27, page 86, shows the total engine emissions at the climb

made condition for the standard engine, PCA on -rotated 90 degrees and PCA

on -rotated 180 degrees. Again, despite the sigrificant improvement in

cylinder to cylinder distribution attributed to the PCA at this condition,

little or no benefit in total engine emissions is shown over the normal

operation range of the engine.

DISCUSSION:

The general performance trends of an internal combustion piston engine

are dependent upon fuel /air ratio, as depicted in Figure No. 28, page 87.

Power output, fuel economy, cylinder head temperature and other parameters
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attain their optimum or maximum values at different fuel/air ratios. The

desired fuel/air ratio is influenced by the power mode selected. For

example, best power would be desirous for •cake-off and best economy for

cruise conditions. However, for whatever mixture strength is chosen, it

is desirable to have all of the cylinders receiving a homogeneous intake

charge or performance might be detrimentally affected. This becomes

especially critical when operating near best economy (approximately stoichio-

metric fuel/air) or even leaner. Operation in this area is approaching the

lean flammability limit and engine mixture leaning will be limited by the

single leanest cylinder experiencing misfires at the flammability limit.

The function of the PCA. was to provide a homogeneous mixture entering

the induction manifold prior to being distributed to the individual cylinders.

The incorporation of the PCA, while not ensuring equal quantity distribution

of fuel would, it was hoped, break up large drops of fuel into microscopic

size, thereby resulting in a more homogeneous mixture being distributed to

the cylinders. These tests shows that distribution of intake charge was

partly a function of the intake manifold configuration. At many of the

conditions tested, cylinders 1 and 2 received a substantially richer mixture

than cylinders 3 and 4. This was .adicated in mixture distribution runs

where numbers 1 and 2 cylinder head temperatures peaked at lower fuel flows.

1
	 An example is shown on Figure No. 29, page 88.

Another major factor influencing mixture distribution o,2 carburetted

engines of this configuration is the throttle plate angle. The axis of the

throttle butterfly plate is positioned such that the openings in the manifold

ti
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for cylinders 1 and 2 are forward, while cylinders 3 and 4 are aft of it,

as shown in Figure 30, page 89. Part throttle conditions, as shown in

Figure 31, page 89, result in partiai deflection of the intake charge,

thereby degrading mixture distribution.

r
The results of the emissions and performance surveys indicated that

the incorporation of the PCA unit into the induction system definitely

affected mixture distribution. However, activating the PCA did not make

a consistent or significant change in the parameters being monitored.

The physical change to the intake manifold due to the incorporation of the

FCA seemed to be the major contributor to the total affect on the system.

Since the PCA was installed downstream of the carburetor, the PCA provided

additional riser height, thereby reducing the throttle angle influence on

mixture distribution.

The PCA was slightly more effective when installed with the vibrating

tube az 90 degrees to the throttle shaft axis. With this orientation, more

flow was apparently directed onto the atomizing tube.

The dynamometer tests demonstrated that the "pepperbox" nozzle carbure-

tor substantially improved the mixture distribution over that of the standard

nozzle carburetor. At the climb mode, the improvement with the "pepperbox"

nozzle carburetor over the standard unit was of the same magnitude as the

benefit found with the PCA. This condition, the 809, power range, was the

operating condition at which the PCA improved the mixture distribution the

most. At other power settings, the engine performance and distribution with

the standard carburetor showed more improvement with the "pepperbox" nozzle

carburetor than with the PCA.
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CONCLUSIONS	 4

The post-carburetor atomizer (PCA) was evaluated for its effect on

engine power, economy and exhaust emissions. The intent of PCA vas to

promote performance improvements and leaner engine operation through

improved mixture distribution. Testing on both dynamometer and propeller

test stands was conducted with extensive engine performance and emissions

data collected. The PCA was also evaluated when operated in three different

orientations with respect to the carburetor and intake manifold. The con-

clusions of these tests were as follows:

1) A 3-5% power loss was experienced at full throttle,

best power fixture, over the entire speed range with

the PCA.

2) Little or no benefit in minimum brake specific fuel

r
consumption was indicated for the use of the PCA

over the standard carburetor system.

3) The PCA did not significantly alter the relationship

of overall engine emissions with respect to fuel/air

ratio.

4) Improvament in cylinder to cylinder mixture distribution

was shown for the 80'1. power setting with the PCA, but at

rated power and taxi the PCA degraded mixture distribution.

5) The PCA orientation with respect to the carburetor and

induction manifold did effect the mixture distribution.

Best results were obtained when the PM tube was perpen-

dicular to the throttle plate shaft.

b
f
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6) The effect of the PCA on mixture distribution appears

primarily due to its physical configurativ e., and added

riser height since there e:as minimal ch mge in engine

performance betweeu the atomizer vibrating or merely

installed.

7) A "pepperbox" nozzle carburetor can vro za miactmce

distribution equal in quality to tho of the PCA

equipped engine.
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As piston engine rotational speed increases, intake md_eshaust flow

dynamics dictate that higher vaiva overlap is sequirltd-to produce satis-

factory performance. For piston aircraft engines, the valve timing and

overlap is normally optimised to obtain saxs m rated power at rated speed.

Typically, at high speed and . power, increased vaZta overlap (intake valve

opening before exhaust valve closes) is required to insure sufficient

aspiration. Howswor, at lower powers and speeds, this high overlap valve

timing can allow a'short circuiting of the intake cbLAnle through the

combustion chamber directly into the exha+ist system6 or possibly increased

charge dilution with residua' exhaust gas, either of which would result in 	 }

degraded fuel ecotyoW and exhaust emissions.

The optimization of valve sequencing for each individual operating

made would, of course, improve engir_a performance over the entire flight

profile. Conceptually, the ability to change valve timing during engine

operation either requires that the camshaft have one or more sets of lobes

(corresponding to the number of timings to be utilized during operation).

or be adjustable (lobes be reindexed with respect to each other and/or the

camshaft gear). The accommodation of such a system would substantially add

to the complexity of the engine. The potential benefit in performance,

fuel economy or emissions by incorporating such complexities must be

determined by the limitations of the current design; in other words. how

far from optimum is the performance of the standard, fixed timing camshaft

over the operating profile of the engine?

l	
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Closely related with the valve sequencing is the optimisation or

tuning of the induction system to maximize engine performance. Perfor-

mance improvements through induction system tuning are primarily limited

to a certain range of engine speed or load. The tuning itself can be

accomplished by varying the length and cross sectional area of the indi-

vidual intake pipes.	 _.

DESCRIFTIOK OF TEST p!RDHARE

The test bed used for the evaluation of the variable valve timing

concept was the AVCO Lycoming I0-360 SFL engine. This engine is a direct

drive, four cylinder, normally aspirated, horizontally opposed, air cooled,

aircraft model. The cylinder bore and piston stroke of 13.02 cm (5.125

inches) and 11.11 cm (4.375 inches) respectively, result in a total piston

displacement of 5916.8 cu cm (361 cubic inches). The compression ratio is

8.7:1 and the minimum recommended fuel grade is 100 LL aviation gasoline,

or equivalent. The ignition timing is specified as 20° BTC.

The variable timing feature was incorporated into this engine by an

adjustable camshaft (reference Figure 32, page 90) fabricated from two

concentric shafts. The intake and exhaust lobes were attached independently

to the inner and outer shafts. Adjustment of valve sequencing was accomplished

by rotating the shafts relative to each other and securing this sequence by

locking flanges located at the forward end of the shafts. A third flange,

located at the rear of the camshaft, permitted rotation of the entire cam-

shaft assembly with respect to the camshaft drive gear (and therefore the

crankshaft). This adjustment advanced or retarded the overall valve sequence.

l
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Due to physical design limitations the minimum adjustable increment was

20 18` 28" camshaft degrees, vhich throughout this report will be referred

to as one timing unit. For the remainder of this report, the valve sequenc-

ing currently employed by AVCO Lycoming in high speed engine applications

f	 will be referred to as standard or (0,0) timing. The numerical description

refers to the timing units for the intake and exhaust valves respectively.
f

For other valve timing setting&, a positive value indicates an advanced
t

timing and a negative denotes a retarded condition.
t
r	 To aid in visualizing the valve timing synchronization, Figure 33,

.	 page 91, shows a grid presenting the various comtsaations obtainable. Stand-

ard timing (0,0) is located at the centroid of the grid. Moving horizontally

from left to right along the %-axis corresponds to maintaining a constant

exhaust valve timing, but increased valve overlap by advancing the initi-

ation of the intake valve opening. Proceeding vertically from top to bottom

along the Y-axis, maintains a constant intake valve opening but results in

decreased overlap due to an advance of the exhaust valve opening. A 45`

diagonal from upper left to bottom right represents a line of constant valve

overlap.

A total of three camshafts, each with dif &rent cam lobe profiles, were

evaluated. To establish baseline data, one shaft had a production AVCO

Lycoming "high speed" lobe configuration. The second profile configuration

evaluated wus fabricated to produce an 8° (camshaft angle) longer valve open

duration than the standard. A le shorter duration lobe profile was evaluated

for the third configuration..

r
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Three (3) sets of intake pipes were tested during this program. The

standard intake pipe specified for this engine is approximately 50.8 cm

(20 inches) in length and 5.1 cm (2 inches) in diameter. To alter engine

tuning, lengthened intake pipes, 71.1 cm (28 inches) long and 5.1 cm (2

inches) in diameter were assembled and tested. A third variation used

decreased diameter 4.4 cm (1-3/4 inches) intake pipes of the same length

as the standard pipes.

METHOD OF TEST

To minimize the testing to be conducted where exhaust emissions were

to be measured, the performance evaluation was first conducted on a dyna-

mometer. In this manner, it was possible to eliminate those valve timing

settings which were least promising from the testing sequence.

The following performance runs were conducted with each of the three

camshaft lobe configurations:

A) Two hour, full rich, shakedown run.

B) Full throttle performance survey at best power mixture

strength from 3200, 3000, 2800, 2600, 2400, 2200 and

2000 RPM.

Q Bare injector run to obtain manifold pressure corrections

for best power mixture at 3200, 3000, 2800, 2600, 2400,

2200 and 2000 RPM.
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D) Variable manifold pressure tests at best power mixture

for the following conditions:

1) Engine speeds - 3200, 3000, 2800 and 2600 RPM.

2) Manifold pressure - 60.8, 67.5, 74.3, 81.0, 87.8,

94.6 l?a (18, 20,- 22, 24, 26, 28 In. Hg) absolute

and full throttle.

E) Gmstant speed (variable fuel flow) mixture distribution

surveys from full rich through best economy at the follow-

ing conditions: -

1) 1500 RPM, 50.6 Us, (15 In. Hg) manifold pressure.

2) 3200 RPM, full throttle..
ti

3) 3030 RPM, 85% power. 	 !

4) 2620 RPM, 55% power.

The above tests were made at the standard valve timing. Items B, D, 	 k

E-1 and E-2 were repeated at various valve timing combinations. While specific

settings tested varied somewhat between the three camshafts, to provide a good

individual performance characterization, a total of 23 0 21 and 23.settings

were tested with the standard lobe, the 14° shorter duration lobe and the 8°
Y

longer duration lobe camshafts, respectively.

Exhaust emissions surveys wrre subsequently conducted on a propeller test

stand with the standard lobe and 14° shorter duration lobe camshafts. E&gust
S

concentrations of CO, CO2, HC and NOx were measured with the analysis instru-

m utation described in Section 2 of this report (Reference Figure Rio. 2).

A description of the test conditions and engine power modes employed for these

surveys is presented in Table No. VI. Inlet air pressure (99.6 RPa) 29.5 In.

40.
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Hg was maintained for all testing. Although this model engine was not a

certificated production engine, a horsepower rating of 149.1 Kw (200 BHP)

was assigned for this testing.

Locked throttle, mixture distribution runs (variable fuel flow) were

conducted at each of the conditions shown in Table No. VI. The 78.3 Kw (105

BHP) power output for the simulated approach model condition exceeded the

normal value of 40% (of rated power). This was due to the different low

pitch stop requirements for propeller blade angle between actual flight and

the static test stand condition. A total of eight valve timings were evaluated

at each mode. Based on the dynamometer performance surveys, each of these

timings was found to produce optimum or near optimum power output for one

of the v-des.

A brief investigation of the possible effect of induction system tuning

on engine performance was made with the standard lobe camshaft configurations.

To provide comparative data to the standard induction system, two other systems

were tested. System number 1 consisted of intake pipes having the same 5.1 cm

(2.0 inch) diameter as the standard units, but were increased in length from

50.8 cm (20 inch) to 71.1 em (28 inch). System number 2 intake pipes were

similar in length to the standard system, but were 4.4 cm (1-3/4 inch) diameter

compared to 5.1 cm (2.0 inch) diameter for the standard system.

Full throttle performance, variable manifold pressure performance and
r

constant speed (variable fuel flow) mixture distribution surveys were conducted

with each system. Six different valve timings were evaluated with induction

system number 1, while 14 timings were investigated with system number 2.
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RESULTS

Figure No. 34, page 92, shows a performance map for the standard camshaft,

3200 RPM, full throttle, best power mixture, an indicated, optimum power occurred

in the region of the grid controid (0,0),which corresponds to the standard

AVCO Lycoming valve timing used in high speed engines. Isobars have been con-

structed delineating areas or settings of approximate equal power output. It

should be noted that since the number of data points does not complete the grid

the line construction was accomplished somewhat subjectively.

Full throttle performance maps with the standard camshaft for 2800, 2400

and 2000 RPM engine speeds are shown on Figures Number 35, 36 and 37, pages 93,

94 and 95. These data depict that with decreasing speed and essentially fixed

exhaust valve timing, optimum valve sequencing occurred with a progressively

advanced intake valve opening. This corresponds to an increase in valve over-

lap. Similar timing trends were noted with the other two camshaft lobe con-

figurations.

The results of the full throttle performance runs conducted with the

three camshaft lobe configurations showed that with optimum valve sequencing,

both the long and short duration camshaft lobe configurations provided better

engine performance (power output) than the standard camshaft. Comparing power

output at the seven engine speeds tested (3200, 3000, 2800, 2600, 2400. 2200

I
	 and 2000 RPM), the long duration lobe camshaft resulted in a slight increase

( to 3%) in power when valve timing was optimised. With standard (0,0) timing.
F

however, the long duration camshaft slightly degraded maximum poorer output at

these conditions. A similar cA*arison at (0,0) standard valve timing with

the short duration camshaft showed a 1-13% performance increase compared to

the standard cam lobe camshaft. With optimum valve timings ,or both camshafts,

performance increases of 1-97. were obtained.
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G Figure Numbers 38, 39 and 40, pages 96,97 and 98, respectively, show the

performance maps for a constant speed (2800 RPM) variable manifold pressure

87.8, 74.3, 60.8 Us (26, 22, 18 In. Hg) testing sequence. As manifold pres-

sure decreased, optimum timing occurred with progressively retarded intake

valve opening, which resulted in decreased valve overlap.

The performance map showing minimum obtainable brake specific feel con-

sumption versus valve timing for 1500 RPM, 50.6 KPa (15 In. Hg) manifold

pressure with the standard lobe camshaft is shown on Figure No. 41, page 99.

The cross hatched area shown corresponds to those valve setting combinations

which were unobtainable due to camshaft construction. Optimum timing occurred

with advanced intake and exhaust valve openings with decreased valve overlap.

Figure No. 42, page LOO, shows similar results for the longer valve-open

duration camshaft. The performance with this camshaft was very sensitive

to changes in valve settings. Optimum timing occurred approximately in the

same region as the standard lobe camshaft. The lowest minimum brake specific

fuel consumption was obtained with the short duration camshaft, as shown on

Figure No. 43, page 101. The results indicated that engine performance with

this camshaft was less sensitive to valve timing combinations than the other

camshaft lobe configuration. Optimum timing again occurred with slightly

advanced valve sequencing.

The results of the full throttle performance surveys conducted with the

two variations of the standard intake pipe configuration are shown on Figure

No. 44, page 102. The increased length induction system (number 1) provided

a performance increase of 3-119. over the engine speed range tested. Addition-

ally, the 4.4 cm (1-3/4 inch) diameter induction system provided a performance

F
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increase over the standard system of 2-13% under similar conditions. The	 'W r

overall magnitude of increases attributed to these induction system revision&

was greater than the improvement gained by valve timing changes.

The results of the emissions surveys conducted with the standard lobe

(6 settings) and short duration (14 settings) lobe camshafts at the take-off

mod:- conditions are shown on Figure No. 45, page 10 3. To clarify this suawary

several data trends from a relatively wide range of valve sequencing# are

shown by the various symbols. No significant difference in CO emissions be-

tween any of the valve sequences or lobe configurations is shown. Some small

differences in r.ydrocarbou emissions were apparent with valve timing changes

with the standard lobe. However, HC emissions were substantially reduced

(up to approximately 507.) with the short duration lobe camshaft. These

results, although shown for a limited number of settings, remained valid over

the entire range of valve sequencings evaluated.

Figure No. 46, page 104, shows the results oi, the emissions survey conducted

with the standard and short duration lobe camshafts at the Taxi Mode conditions.

Although some scatter in data trends is apparent, no significant difference

in CO emissions between any of the valve timing settings or lobe configurations

is shown. Again, some difference in HC emission trends is apparent with

respect to valve timing changes. Aare however, in contrast to higher power

conditions, the standard lobe camshaft appears to have slightly lower HC

emission trends than the short duration camshaft. Again, although the data

presented reflects a limited number of valve timing settings, the general

results noted were valid over the entire range of sequences tested.

.

.f

r
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DISCUSSION

To provide a perspective view of the magnitude of valve open duration

and timing, Figure No. 47, page105, shows the relation between valve opening

and crankshaft rotation. Two rotations of the crankshaft are made during

each power cycle so that valve overlap occurs only near TDC (0°) between the

exhaust and intake stroke. Figure No. 48, page b 6, summarizes the optimum

valve timing combinations for four selected power conditions. (Note that -140

implies short duration camshaft, eto . It can be seen that the optimum valve

timing becomes further advanced with increasing valve overlap at the lower

RPM full throttle conditions, ind_*pendent of lobe contour. As expected, very

little valve overlap is required at the 1500 RPM part throttle conditions for

optimum performance. It should be noted that the valve open sequence repre-

sented by the individual bars are representative of the opening and closing

events of the camshaft. The effective flow through the valve port near the

valve opening or closing point is relatively undefined. However, this condition

does not alter the basic trends of the data obtained.

Table No. VII shows a summary of the optimum performance results obtained

With valve timing variations for selected engine conditions. At 3200 RPM.

full throttle, standard (0,0) valve timing produced the maximum power output

of the three camshaft lobe configurations examined with the standard induction

system. The short duration camshaft lobe provided a 1% increase in power 	 >

output, but also required an increase in beat power brake specific fuel con-

sumption of 6%. The standard lobe camshaft/lengthened intake pipe configuration

provided a 6% improvement in performance with a 2% benefit in best power BSFC.

as compared to the standard lobe camshaft alone.
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The greatest benefit in engine power output with respect to changes in 4-

valve timing and induction system occurred at the 2800 RPM, full throttle

operating condition. Of the configurations where valve timing change was the

sole variable, the long duration camshaft provided a 79. improvement in engine

performance and an 8% benefit in best power BSFC at a (2, -1) valve sequencing,

compared with the standard cam lobe and standard valve timine. Again, maximum

power output was obtained with the standard camshaft/lengthened intake pipe

configuration.

At the 2800 RPM, 81 KPa (24 In. Hg) manifold pressure condition, equal

maximum power outputs were obtained with the short duration camshaft and the

standard camshaft/lengthened induction system configurations. But when fuel

consumption is considered, the short duration camshaft provided a 147. lower

best power BSFC than the standard camshaft.

The standard camshaft/4.4 cm (1-3/4 inch) diameter intake pipe configur- 	
f

ation provided maximum power output at the 2000 RPM, full throttle operating

condition. Minimum best power BSFC for this power was provided by the short

duration camshaft configuration.

The minimum BSFC was provided by the short duration camshaft at the 1500

RPM, 50.6 KPa (15 inct) manifold pressure condition; however, the modified

induction system configurations were not evaluated at this condition.

A very simple, but somewhat effective method of comparing the potential

benefits for each configuration is obtained by combining the percent improve-

ment or loss of each engine condition into a total percentage performance

improvement factor. These factors, shown on Table VII, reflect the overall

benefit in both performance and BSFC for each of the configuratiuno tested.

The standard camshaft/smaller diameter intake pipe configuration provided the

maximum total percentage performance improvement, although the lengthened

intake pipe configuration provided nearly similar results. For the "valve
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sequencing only" configurations, the maximum performance improvement was

provided by the short duration camshaft, however, more than half of this

improvement was obtained at the 1500 RPM engine condition alone. On a 	 ?

specific fuel consumption basis, the maximum total percentage BSFC improve-

went was obtained with the short duration camshaft with standard length

induction pipes.

The various configurations tested were in part or totally derived from

three basic modifications to the standard engine; reindexed valve timing,

revised camshaft lobe profile and/or modified induction system. By separating

the effects attributable to each variable an approximation of the relative

effectiveness of each modification may be obtained. Such an evaluation shows

that these three main categories should be ranked in order of potential per-

formance benefit as: induction system tuning, camshaft lobe profile, and valve

sequencing. Based on the data from these selected engine conditions, induction

system tuning provides substantially greater benefit than the other consider-

ations. It must be noted however that these judgements are made relative to

the standard camshaft/standard tuning configuration. This implies that for

this particular engine, the greatest potential for performance improvement is

in proper tuning of the induction system. Other engine models may respond

differently to individual changes of these or other parameters.

At the engine conditions tested, no significant difference in CO exhaust 	 r

emissions was found between any of the valve timing configurations. Carbon

monoxide, primarily a product of an incomplete combustion process, is directly

affected by the fuel/air ratio of the charge in the cylinder. Valve sequencing,

or valve open duration, does not influence the mixture strength of the incoming

1^s
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charge. While it might b- "4oretically possiole to induce incomplete

combustion with a certain	 ve sequencing, it is expected that engine

performance would be drastically affected. From these tests the degrad-

ation in power did not indicate complementary increases in exhaust con-

centrations of CO. Fuel air ratio remains to be the controlling parameter

in these test configurstions.

At certain operating conditions HC emissions were substantially

influenced by changes in valve sequencing and valve open duration. Over

the range of valve timings tested, the short duration camshaft provided

40% greater variations in HC emissions, as did the standard lobe camshaft.

Certain retarded, high valve overlap settings with the short duration cam-

shaft increased HC emissions by as much as 209. and at advanced low overlap

timings, HC emissions decreased by up to 20%. A comparison of HC emissions

between the two camshafts at standard timing is shown on Table VIII.

CONCLUSIONS

Extensive testing of a variable valve timing configuration camshaft on

an experimental version of an Avco Lycoming I0-360 engine was conducted to

evaluate the potential performance, fuel economy and emissions benefits

with optimLzed valve sequencing for various engine conditions. A limited

evaluation of modified induction systems was also made from these data.

The following conclusions have been made:

1) The standard (0,0) valve timing employed by Avco Lycoming

in high speed engine applications provided optimum perfor-

mance at rated engine speed (3200 RPM), full throttle.

S
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2) At full throttle, as engine speed decri

valve timing became increasingly more A

increased valve overlap.

3) At constant speed, as manifold pressure was decreased.

optimsm valve. timing shifted from an advanced-increased

overlap to a retarded-decreased overlap condition.

4) The short duration camshaft provided a 2-13% improvement

in power over the standard camshaft comparing (0,0) valve

indexing for the engine speeds tested at full throttle.

The long duration camshaft provided no significant improve-

ment at these conditions.

5) Carbon monoxide exhaust emissions were not significantly

affected by valve timing changes over the ranges tested.

Unburned hydrocarbon emissions, however, could be reduced

by 20% at the take-off and climb modes " 50% at the idle

and taxi modes by optimizing valve sequencing.

6) The incorporation of the lengthened (compared to standard)

induction system provided a 5-12% improvement in power

output at the conditions tested.

7) Although some areas of significant improvement could be

isolated, no evidence or service testing was conducted to

determine the potential extended life characteristics of

the various camshaft lobe configurations.
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OMALL CONCLUSIONS

To determine if improved ignition quality would benefit engine exhaust

emissions sadi'or specific fuel consumption, several ignition system coniig-

orations were evaluated. Capacitive discharge, multiple spark and staggered

spark systems, as well as various spark plug configurations, were examined.

The results of the tests slowed that tone of the configurations provided a

consistent, significant improvement in the monitored parameters over the

standard ignition system. Neither the spark duration nor spark plug tip

location, which are currently employed in this model engine, are considered

to be limiting factors for improving performance or emissions.

The effect of ultrasonic fuel atomization ou piston aircraft engine

performance fuel economy and exhaust emissions was evaluated for a range of

operating conditions. A significant improvement in cylinder -to-cylinder

mixture distribution was obtained at one engine condition. However. no

improvement in total engine emissions fuel economy, or performance was

obtained. The effect of the post carburetor atomiser, (YCA^ on mixture

distribution was almost entirel y attributable to the added riser height

with the unit installed. In Avco Lycoming engines, the induction system for

the normally aspirated, carburet ted configuration, is immersed in the oil

sump. During normal engine operation, wall temperatures up to 120 `C (250°F)

might be encountered, which would substantially aid the fuel vaporisation

process. This arrangement apparently provides sufficient fuel mixture

vaporization such that the operation of the ultrasonic unit made no additional

si-,nificant improvement. A 3-514 loss in rated full throttle engine perfor-

mance revulted fror, the additional manifold restriction of the ultrasonic

unit.
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For piston aircraft engines, valve sequencing has been traditionally

determined by maximising rated poser output. At lower engine speeds and
i

powers, less than optimum performance often results. Testing was conducted

to qualify the potential performance and/or emissions benefits which vould

be provided to the overall operating profile with selected optimum valve

timing sequences for each specific engine condition. The results showed

that the standard high speed valve timing employed by Avco Lycoming pro-

vided the maximum power output at rated engine speed and was generally a

good compromise at lower powers and speeds. Improvements in engine perfor-

mance up to 137, at certain off rated conditions were obtained with optimized

valve timing. Over the ranges tested and at constant fuel air ratio, valve

timing did not influence CO emission levels. HC emissions showed consider-

able dependence on valve timing and substantial reductions up to 50% mare

obtained at optimum settings. Additional testing, conducted to evaluate

the effect of induction system tuning on these results, showed that perfor-

mance improvements of the same magnitude could be accomplished with standard

valve timing and revised induction system. Considering the magnitudes of

the overall improvements in performance which were found, and due to the

greatly increased complexity of the variable valve timing system, induction

system tuning is a more viable concept for improving overall engine perfor-

mane.
	 r
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TABLE II

"TIGO-541-D1BD EMISSION LEANOUT TEST PARAME'1'SRS"

ENGINE POWER	 ENGINE SPEm MAN. PRESS. COMING AIR P COMP. INLET
MODE	 % OF RATED	 RPM ZPa (IN.HG) ZPa (IN. 820) PRESS. KPa (IN.BG)

Idle	 - 600 As Required None 99.6 (29.5)

Taxi	 - 1200 As Required Now 99.6 (29.5)	 s

Take-Off	 100 3200 152 (45) 2 (8) 99.6 (29.5)

Climb	 80 2880 135 (40) 2 (8) . 99.6 (29.5)

Approach	 40 2780 78 (23) 2 (8) 99.6 (29.5)

TABLE III
}

•	 t

ELECTRODE	 TEST FUEL/AIR MAGNETO DEMAND
SPARK PLUG GAP = (In.)	 MODE MIXTURE TDnNG VOLTAGE ,	 r,t

i
Standard .48 (.020)	 T.O. Lean 20° BTC 13 kv

4

In. Extended .48 (.020)	 T.O. Lean 200 BTC 9-1/2 r
(Sharp Edges)

Standard .64 (.025)	 T.O. Lean 200 BTC 15

Standard .48 (.020)	 Idle Lean 20° BTC 9

Standard .48 (.020)	 T.O. Rich 200 BTC 9

Standard .48 (.020)	 T.O. Lean 250 BTC 11-1/2

}

it
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TABLE VI

EXHAUST EMISSION SURVEY ENGINE TEST PARAMETERS

OBSERVED POWER	 MANIFOLD	 COOLING AIR
MODE	 ENGINE SPEED	 Kw - HP	 PRESSURE	 p P-KPa (In H20)

Take-Off 3200 Maximum	 Full Throttle 1.5	 (6)

Climb 2880 114.3 (160) (8(<.) As Required 1.5	 (6)

Approach 2780 78.3 (105)	 As Required 1.5	 (6)

Taxi 120Q -	 As Required None

Idle 600 -	 As Required bone
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TABLE VIII

STANDARD AND SHORT DURATION HC EMISSIONS

K/ MODE (LBS/-- MOAE^ AT STANDARD VALVE THING
Kw	 ( BHP )

TAKE-OFF	 CLIMB	 APPROACH
.09 F/A	 .09 F/A	 .08 F/A

Standard Cam .26 ( . 438)	 4.4 (7.3)	 3.5 (5.8)

Short Duration
Cam	 .31 (.51)	 6.1 (.10)	 4.3 (1.1)

TAXI IDLE
.11 F/A .13 F/A

.24 (.40) .08 (.125)

.14 (.23) .03 (.05C"

4
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Carburetor
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FIGURE 30

STANDARD ENGINE CONFIGURATION
AT FULL THROTTLE
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Left Side View

Dramatization of even mixture distribution

FIGLRE 31

STANDARD ENGINE CONFIGURATION AT 80% POWER
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Left Side View

Dramatization of rich fueliair mixture to the
front cylinders
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FIGURE 48 -BEST POWER VALVE TIMING
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